
Whether a scanned PDF, or an uploaded check 

image or document sent from the customer’s 

personal mobile device, once Votiro Disarmer 

is deployed, every single file coming in via any 

digital transaction is automatically routed to 

Votiro’s File Disarmer. There, every document is 

dissected and recursively cleansed of any known 

or unknown potential exploit, and then sent back 

to the local server, completely safe to open, save, 

and edit. With every file entering the organization 

neutralized from potential exploits, banks and 

other financial services can put file-borne 

ransomware behind them.  

ENDING 
RANSOMWARE  
AND CYBER 
ATTACKS BY 
SECURING DIGITAL 
TRANSACTIONS

To learn more or schedule a short demo, please contact info@votiro.com.

A prime prey for cybercriminals, the financial institutes’ transition to digital services is paved with 
ransomware attacks and fraud incidents. From KYC (Know Your Customer) processes, through check 
clearings, to downloaded documents – banks and financial services depend on online transactions 
and constant online communication with their customers on a daily basis. This handling of immense 
amounts of incoming documents (such as check scans and uploads via portals, ID copies, or image 
files) constantly exposes financial institutes to malicious file-borne attacks, all easily evade standard 
security systems, such as sandbox solutions.

NEXT-GEN PROTECTION FROM 
WEAPONIZED FILES FOR BANKING 
AND FINANCE

Typical Bank and Financial Industry Use Cases for 
the Votiro Disarmer:

1. Hackers now embed malicious code hidden 
in images of checks being uploaded to bank 
portals. Votiro Disarmer scans and sanitizes 
millions of checks a month ensuring all 
malicious material is cleansed before checks 
enter the network.

2. Financial files and documents are shared 
via FTP, SFTP, FTPS, etc, without precautions 
in place to ensure the documents shared 
are not weaponized. Votiro Disarmer scans 
and sanitizes millions of documents a month 
shared via these channels, ensuring they are 
cleansed before opening.

3. Votiro Disarmer sanitizes all files uploaded via 
banks' chat applications used by customers to 
send the bank documents, application forms, 
et cetera.

4. Votiro Disarmer scans and sanitizes millions 
of financial forms and applications sent to 
banks via email, and integrates seamlessly with 
existing email providers and email security 
solutions. 

Once Votiro Disarmer is integrated, your 
employees can open any  files sent or shared 
without having to give it a second thought. Peace 
of mind and business continuity-delivered.




